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James Martin Driskill • a few seconds ago

NPI 1326148180 Doctor Nancy Madinger 
http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.fuckeduphuman.net

This will be the very top entry here --- these words will stand the test of all time human
history attached to a doctor's licence information profile. In that if there is no response
offered by this doctor, the system so corrupt that does not allow the people to be free, we
have a problem so profound in this country that amasses causality instead of conscience.
When will the world see the view of what has been done onto our society that no one pays
the time and mind to correct?? How much time will things continue to slide and digress
downward on a trust scale already in the gutter to be the definition of erosion of trust so
rooted in corruption, pretiguge, deception and lies.... the United States of America deserves
it's fake fate to collapse and everyone in it --- including those who think they have it all made
out ---- to not become victimized by this quickening plan of the haters collective elite, they
were, have, and continue to sell their souls to the devil himself instead of find where the
conscience among us are martyrs ---- and the United States did not survive.

No matter what you bargained for ---- it is not worth the infinite doom in all hell, fire, and
brimstone --- for following haters instead of lovers..... following the status quo of Christian
tones that are not holding Christian virtues. You are lost to your ability to find salvation from
this moment of time these words reach your mind --- and you do not turn 180 degrees
around and walk into the direction of the light --- GOD have MERCY on our SOULS for the
creation of mind fucks that manifests it's way to be written and etched here onto this NPI
data record ----

Note the FULL URL to this LINK. For your information, links in this do not carry to open a
new tab. If you plan on returning to this document, be sure to hold your space and finish
each and every click and listen or watch presentation to it's conclusion. You may right-click -
-- open link in a new tab -- to be responsible and respectful to this author's effort here --- to
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not get lost by your insult of an offense of nothingness --- if you can't get it wise ---- GO
FUCK OFF AND DIE!

NPI 1326148180 Doctor Nancy Madinger 
http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.fuckeduphuman.net

_[ Below Found by a Google Search [ "Go Fix Some Weighty Truth" ] ______

Note The Words To Live By Usage Citations Across the Web Since 2005.....

No need to thank me for attempting to save humanity from collapse of the highest

insult to GOD that can be imagined..... and I am one of "The Dirty" and we cannot

unite as @Gruwup : Great Reasons Us Will Unite Peace ---- Then I want to

change my national citizenry to some other country that does not allow the haters

to win ---- to the expense of lovers in life, best of God's human creativity and worth

are sacrificed for corruption schemes that can not hold any justification to

continue.... I want to leave the United States of America PERMANENTLY!

_______________________________________________________________

The Complaint, 
or Night Thoughts 
on Life, Time, Friendship, 
Death, and Immortality:

In Nine Nights

Night VIII. 
Virtue's Apology; or, 
The Man of the World Answered.

https://www.hs-augsburg.de/~harsch/anglica/Chronology/18thC/Young/you_ni08.html

I have read the full text twice --- each in one reading session. Try to get your

morals straight before you deny having any knowledge of this conspiracy.

------

730 
Must take an air less solemn. She complies. 
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Good conscience!—at the sound the world retires: 
Verse disaffects it, and Lorenzo smiles; 
Yet has she her seraglio full of charms; 
And such as age shall heighten, not impair. 
735 
Art thou dejected? Is thy mind o'ercast? 
Amid her fair ones, thou the fairest choose, 
Thy gloom to chase.—“Go, fix some weighty truth; 
Chain down some passion; do some generous good; 
Teach Ignorance to see, or Grief to smile; 
740 
Correct thy friend; befriend thy greatest foe; 
Or, with warm heart, and confidence Divine, 
Spring up, and lay strong hold on Him who made thee.” 
Thy gloom is scatter'd, sprightly spirits flow, 
Though wither'd is thy vine, and harp unstrung. 
745 
Dost call the bowl, the viol, and the dance, 
Loud mirth, mad laughter? Wretched comforters! 
Physicians, more than half of thy disease! 
Laughter, though never censured yet as sin, 
(Pardon a thought that only seems severe,) 
750 
Is half-immoral: is it much indulged? 
By venting spleen, or dissipating thought, 
It shows a scorner, or it makes a fool; 
And sins, as hurting others or ourselves. 
'T is Pride, or Emptiness, applies the straw

--------

These Source of My Modern Day Rebirthing Envisions.....

On YouTube, In a presentation foundation playlist order --

Video match topmost relevant match to:

#WordsToLiveBy

We can not reach down any lower.... no more digression of trust allowable.

GOD SAVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA....

PLEA : SE

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2FHippocrates.the-one-professed-to-be-honored-whole.would-be-embarassed.not-in-his-name.Dont-Lie-To-Me.doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.already-digession-trust-value-fuckeduphuman.community.gruwup.net%2F20%2F%3AIwS59GH4CIct7ZwJxLXH1qFNDWE&cuid=3218902
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 • Edit • Reply •

@Gruwup 2019 : @Realuphuman 2019 : @Fuckeduphuman 2019 
Actively Servicing The Truth To All Time Human History, 
This is not a great reason yet for us to UNITE PEACE....

Can we be wise? I am fearful the answer is not!

-----

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • 13 minutes ago

LEAVE MY COMMENTS THAT ARE APPLIED TO THIS NPI RECORD ALONE. I AM
DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG. EVERYTHING WITHIN THE STANDARDS OF
ALLOWABLE LANGUAGE PER THE STANDARDS FOUND ON LINKEDIN THAT ALLOWS
FOR THE WORD "FUCK" TO BE INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL'S STANDARD TO BE
AN INCLUSIVE SET OF ACTUAL "IN OPERATION" COMPANY NAME PROFILES, AS I
HAVE PREVIOUSLY DECLARED FAULT ON YOUR PARTS. THESE CIRCUMSTANCES
DEMANDS DISCUSSION THUS THE COVERSATIONAL PLUGIN DISQUS! ---- IF YOU
DO NOT LEAVE MY COMMENTS APPLIED OPEN --- THEY ARE ALREADY CAPTURED
TO THIS STORE FILE:

http://webdomains.realuphum...

IN MY LAST ATTEMPT TO INFLUSENCE THE CENSOR ON THE OTHER END OF THIS -
---= THE HATER INVOLVED IN CONSPIRACY COVER-UP --- I SAID TO BE
PROFESSIONAL --- HAVE A DISCUSSION EMBEDDED IN THIS MANNER ---- DISCLOSE
EXACTLY WHAT RULE ORDER OR OFFENSE I HAVE DONE TO DESERVE MY
COMMENT TO BE REMOVED ---- THERE IS NO SPAM HERE ---- MY LINKS ARE ON A
DOMAIN SITE CONSIDERED A LIFE LIFE JOURNAL AND HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO
FINANCIAL INTERESTS OF ADVERTISEMENTS OR PAY PER CLICK LINKS ---- YOU
HAVE LOST ALL JUSTIFICATION TO CENSOR THESE ---- RESTORE MY COMMENTS
OR I WILL ---- KEEP THEM OR I COMPLAIN TO DISCUS! -----= IN THAT I WILL BE
CALLING FOR TERMINATION OF YOUR JOB --- AND THE SUSPENSION OF DR.
MADINGER'S LICENCE! AS WELL THE SUSPENSION OF DR. SHIGENO OF SAN
BERNARDINO'S LICENCES --- DO THE FACT --- THERE IS HARM [ PROVABLE ] BEING
DONE HERE. DO YOU HEAR ME ? WHAT IS YOUR NAME? DISCUSSION OR LEAVE
MY COMMENTS ALONE --- LAST WARNING BEFORE I PLACE THIS ENTIRE RECORD
TO: http://npino.fuckeduphuman.net ----- and proceed to relink this story with links adjusted
for this web presence. You can not hold this conspiracy at the expense of our society. YOU
CANNOT COLLAPSE THE UNITED STATES! I FORBID YOU TO CONTINUE IN SUCH AN
AGENDA ---- WHO DO YOU WORK FOR --- WHAT FOREIGN STATE? WHAT AGENCY
DO YOU REPRESENT ? THE UNITED STATES OR ONE OF OUR ENEMIES? HOW
DARE YOU! GET OFF THE HATE NOW AND RELEASE THIS TO NATIONAL TIDE
FORCES OF CHANGE ---- LAST WARNING !
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 • Edit • Reply •△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • 7 hours ago • edited

The political climate can not fully appreciate or take into account what I fully know about a
hidden secret agenda that has been internally embedded in the Ryan White Care Act
funded social services and provider care network. That conspiracy, the root of it allows for
the concept of "Fuck Off and Die" to be given a underlying hold of policy observance even if
such a policy is not actually written. That medical providers and social workers who thought
that those who are "The Dirty" do not deserve their life, much less their liberty or their
pursuit of happiness. As such, this secret agenda has been placed nationally across the
spectrum of those who hold this belief and the prevalence of people and political powers
and those who are under the legal requirement to enforce the law have left this little dirty
secret to go unchallenged by any means normal, and in that abnormal observation, people
have died from their HIV/AIDS infection that would not have. These deaths are preventable.
Not only that, but the fact that the true science confirms but the community has been aware
of [ U = U ] for so long that if it was not for the fact that people have died, it is laughable that
the CDC took so long to come to this awareness ---- the community members have not
killed anyone by acting irresponsible in the community with their sexual behaviors, it has
been the system of social services and the provider care network that has acted
irresponsible allowing for those to be hated on until they lose their stability and they are
tossed into the streets of homelessness ---- intentionally as a message confirmed by the
establishment that they at this point can not get their head out of their asses and admit they
have been wrong all of this time. The message they still defend is go "Fuck off and Die".

YouTube:  
3:54@AidsUnited.Org : Respond a Response Of Responsibily : Fuck Off and
Die@Gruwup2 views3 weeks ago

@AidsUnited.Org : Respond a Response Of Responsibily : Fuck Of@AidsUnited.Org : Respond a Response Of Responsibily : Fuck Of……
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The law has been the law for 30 years and those who have broken this ---- can't speak the
truth.

Great morals you all have done to the community at your secret agenda. You deserve to
burn in hell if you can not take the imperative need to respond a response of responsibility
for what you all have created and done.

Gmail - Love Wins_.pdf

A message from Senator Kamala D. Harris

Love Wins. 
 
Friend, 
 
June is Pride Month. Celebrating Pride is about honoring the LGBTQ+ community and 
recognizing the contributions and influence they have had on our country. This is also a 
time to recommit ourselves to fighting for the America we wish to build; a nation of 
tolerance and equality. It is important that every day, but this month especially, we 
recognize the contributions of the LGBTQ+ community to this country, and around the 
world. 
 
With the current administration continuing to challenge the LGBTQ+ community, we must 
stand up in defending and furthering the rights and protections afforded to all LGBTQ+ 
Americans. It is past time for us to include sexual orientation and gender identity as 
protected classes under the Civil Rights Act, and that means passing the Equality Act in 
Congress. 
 
This Pride Month, let's lift up the voices of LGBTQ+ Americans and continue in the fight 
on behalf of those who face discrimination because of who they are and who they love. 
Let's keep marching with joy, marching with laughter, and marching with pride. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kamala

Kamala D. Harris 
United States Senator

---------

A Public 909 SOS URGENT WEB ADDRESS DIRECTED TO THE CONCERN AND CARE 
Former President Barack Obama since he is the one who morally responsible to intercede 
in this as he last placed pen to paper to sign the Ryan White Reauthorization Bill --- and 
the law has been intentionally subverted ---- MURDEROUS ACTIONS --- PEOPLE

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.webdomains.realuphuman.net%2Fnpino.com%2FGmail%2520-%2520Love%2520Wins_.pdf%3A1HZHCYmJ4CBPQY6e1Y38nzmRXoQ&cuid=3218902
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CONTINUE 
TO DIE instead of THRIVE --- and I am one that does not and can not hold an HIV Doctor 
honestly ---- #HIVUntreatable ---- the aftermath of this dishonesty ---- #MassShootings!

http://barackobama.fuckeduphuman.net

I expect a personal response from this man and acceptance of my care and concern of this
country.

Thank you much people for holding the belief and actions against me ---- to kill me as GO
FUCK OFF AND DIE ---- will I die ? Or can i have my life back free of haters collective elite?

Love Wins --- so they say..... ---- Lets prove your rational sensibility.

Time for something new!

URL for this Image is Name Binded to Doctor Nancy Ellen Madinger ---

Stored in this folder: [ http://doctor-nancy-ellen-
madinger.webdomains.realuphuman.net/myhivteam.com ]

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fbarackobama.fuckeduphuman.net%3A_xg6P_UDIJ7vtYvvWA1JECfmqrU&cuid=3218902
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 • Edit • Reply •

More Information of Details Related to my Plight From Haters Trying To Snuff Out My Life!!!

#GovernmentSponsoredHate : Test message / introduction of who I am. : 
Martin J. Driskill (inthemindway@gmail.com) Sun, Jun 23, 2019 at 1:25 AM

An Audio Address To the Google Group  
Medical-Voice-For-Policy-Change 
Doctor Aggarwai.... open and listen  
to my plea to be able live instead of die.

Click This To Listen To Audio [ 4 min 37 secs ] 
[ DO NOT QUESTION MY RESOLVE TO SAVE MY VERY OWN LIFE AND THE LIVES 
OF OTHERS THAT I CARRY WITH ME TO REPRESENT THAT HAVE NO VOICE ]

These Circumstances are REAL!

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

James Martin Driskill • a day ago

Dr. Madinger, would you like to respond publically, privately, in person, in confidence, how
do you wish to proceed to break this hate paradigm [ new commitments in writing ----
however that can be performed ]:

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • a day ago • edited

[ URLS HERE ARE CUSTOMIZED --- INDIVIDUALLY NAME BINDED ]:

Watch BARBRA STREISAND --- Don't Lie To Me:

YouTube Video: Don't Lie To Me 
http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.time-to-denounce-the-hate.dont-lie-to-
me.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Dont-Lie-To-Me/

Once you have watched that music video --- a political statement of the times.... proceed to
watch my 
ADMONISHMENT of this matter ---- before one can apologize, one must know what they
are apologizing for.

QR SCAN CODE IN THIS IMAGE [ CUSTOMIZED ]: A Forevermore Dunce [ Video ]: 
http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.time-to-denounce-the-hate.dont-lie-to-
me.community.gruwup.net/27/

Share ›
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 • Edit • Reply •

TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW! I EXPECT THAT YOU CALL MY MOM'S NUMBER TO
ARRANGE WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO WRITE AN APOLOGY LETTER TO AMENDS
FOR THE BETRAYAL OF KEEPING MY COMMUNITY PRESENCE IN THE DENVER
REGIONAL AREA - AN ADULT CONSENT THOUGHT AND PRACTICES SCHOOL ---
THIS IS AN EMBARRASSMENT. .

The YouTube Video is short. This URL accesses the full written version with spoken voice
text narrative interface.

http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.time-to-denounce-the-hate.dont-lie-to-
me.aforevermoredunce.fuckeduphuman.net

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • a day ago • edited

I was a former patient of Doctor Madinger in the Denver metro area in 2012/2016 while I
was under a hate, harassment, and retaliation attack from the community starting with my
residency in 2014 within the HIV Community residency. At the time that I was being seen by
Dr. Madinger, I was complaining about this community harassment but no one would take
my complaints seriously enough for me to be able to identify the haters and put a stop to it.
This was extremely effecting my mental health. Doctor Madinger was very well informed that
I had a prior incident with hate and retaliation from an experience from Oakland CA in 2005.
I, in fact, made a protest promise to long walk home from Oakland to San Bernardino issued
to the Attorney in the eviction case written May 20th 2006. This promise to long walk, would
be a long aids walk of course. You see, Dr. Madinger was my doctor when I made my
attempt to fulfill this walk promise in September of 2013. Doctor Madinger counselled me as

Share ›
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an individual patient, but did not progress this long walk to community interests like it should
have taken hold. This long walk began September 21st 2013, the International Day Of
Peace. The route of the walk was planned to be over 500 miles.

This is all journaled at [ http://alongwalkofbeauty.gruwup.net : Great Reasons Us Will Unite
Peace ].

Doctor Madinger knew that my walk was to correct the issues of extreme injustice from
events in Oakland. The walk has its introduction. But by the time that the hate resurfaced in
Denver to the same exact paradigm, she did nothing but let me suffer and referred me to the
mental health interface that was available. This is when things got extremely serious in that
this retaliation efforts to disrupt and direct chaos into my life effected persons and staff
within the UCHealth system itself.

Part of what I requested with the Nurse on staff there with this mental health interface was
that I needed to be able to call my mother in session to confirm certain details of my story.
My mother was to be a weight of sanity knowing exactly what was being setup here. Part of
my device setup and needs during this time in this targeted harassment campaign was that I
was recording every single voice phone call. Also, my mother knew that my calls were being
recorded. In fact, I had previously gotten an agreement approval with my mother to be able
to publish any direct call recording with my mother onto the web if needed. There are such
call recordings published.

During the next week's session a call was placed to my mother. This is where I know this
conspiracy transgresses into my doctor provider care. The call recording can be accessed
by the page that is pulled up by this url: [ http://doctor-nancy-ellen-
madinger.fuckeduphuman.net ] ---

Note the use of the Fuck word here is professional's standard since on LinkedIn there are
actual in operation company name profiles that contain the word "Fuck" in them. Such
examples include [ but not limited to ] "Fuck Cancer" with a website of fuckcancer.org,

Where is the FuckHIVAids.org equivalent is beyond reasoning because we have to first
break a hate conspiracy embedded within the Ryan White Care Act funded social services
and doctor provider care network that has D E S T R O Y E D M Y L I F E and been P R E S
E N T for a period of over 10 full years. When will this hate paradigm be acknowledged?? I
am telling no lies here. The link of Doctor Madinger plays a spoken voice text narrative of
the mail correspondence that was directed as patient to doctor communications on the
UCHEALTH my health connection system. Everything I say here has corroborating evidence
to back up what I am saying is the truth.

Where is the community responsibility, especially when you consider I eventually targeted
the source of my hate and harassment several months following their successful eviction
from the Denver area The eviction filed against me was on November 30th 2016, the day

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Falongwalkofbeauty.gruwup.net%3AddQKsmwxjOaNPAe5AzIVT8h9diM&cuid=3218902
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http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Ffuckcancer.org%3AT67879FHINrbRJ6bUV0nxzbTgX8&cuid=3218902
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before world Aids Day. I had absolutely no complaints with any of my building neighbor
tennants. The only complaint was that I was barred and restricted from being able to direct
communications to the building manager attempting to find sanity in this extreme case
where the collective leadership of the HIV Community was targeting me. In behaviors that
outed Regional Director Jamie Villalobos of the Colorado Health Network on July 6th 2017
in front of their office was when I knew who and named such person as the puppeteer of this
hate campaign. It was in a facebook live video recorded the next day.

This recording is attached within my facebook account posts. I had to leave town shortly
after these events back to my hometown of San Bernardino. It would not become a provable
information dataset reflection that my assertion until 2 weeks after I left the Denver area
when on Glassdoor the truth starts to peer it's ugly head --- and employee reports start to
surface which remain visible to the public to this day!!

Glassdoor Employee Reviews for Colorado Health Network aka Denver Colorado Aids
Project

This conspiracy is still holding and affecting my hiv health care in this vitals.com review for
my last HIV doctor here in San Bernardino. This when I attempted to bring these facts
forward so that I can be given a commitment that this hate activity is unacceptable by
community enabled sources and must be terminated.

http://doctor-eric-tomomi-shigeno.fuckeduphuman.net/vitals.com-reviews/

Know your facts.

https://disq.us/url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fglassdoor.com%2FReviews%2FColorado-Health-Network-Reviews-E1718672.htm%3Ago2S77kUCC8dG3WggFxwNiJpFBE&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvitals.com%3AsZEWOlqcbXg7dBcFn7yn9-Loid8&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoctor-eric-tomomi-shigeno.fuckeduphuman.net%2Fvitals.com-reviews%2F%3AUNa8vTVBuWo7K6qROjbcI2QL8KA&cuid=3218902
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/ca0bafd7c8f9e31ee5c853fe22df6f588b032817853228c651065eb48757605e.png
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I DESERVE AN APOLOGY --- I DESERVE TO HAVE AN HIV DOCTOR THAT I CAN
DISCUSS THE TRUTH OF THESE EVENTS FOR CORRECTION. I DESERVE TO BE
FREED FROM LIVING UNDER A SYSTEM OF HATE EMBEDDED WITHIN THE RYAN
WHITE CARE ACT SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES AND DOCTOR PROVIDER CARE
NETWORK!! I CAN PROVE WHAT I SAY IS TRUE!

http://aforevermoredunce.fuckeduphuman.net

△ ▽ Share ›

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Faforevermoredunce.fuckeduphuman.net%3AMeIYvtqKr97KMMygTHcVgiwdVhI&cuid=3218902
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/30578e20454bc7f5e9cca724506d06e58e6d8dd9ed2686bf0f4d131c9fbe0f13.png
https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/e12a9573355c5fdd40db0ede0ba0ec52f0b612ac0e30835486745948dc356722.png
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James Martin Driskill • a day ago

I represent the truth

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • a day ago • edited

I can repost the TRUTH over and over and over and over and over -----

TRUTH RECORD ARCHIVE: 
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/npino.com/  
[ Actively Servicing The Truth To All-Time Human History ]

These two call recording are Interesting and relevant onto this subject:

CALL ATTEMPTING TO CONTACT THE OFFICE OF DR. MADINGER: 
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/npino.com/ucheath%20id%20dept%20dr%20madinger_
06-28_08-03-14.mp3

RETURNED CALL TO REPUTATIONDEFENDER.COM RE: USE OF THE INTERNET
DOMAIN 
[ @FUCKEDUPHUMAN.NET ] IN THESE MATTERS: 
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/npino.com/Reputation-Defender_2019-06-28_08-07-
27.mp3

KEEP THE REAL TRUTH LIVE INFORMATION ON THIS RECORD ! THANK YOU!

Doctor Madinger, would you like to make a public statement to the letter I directed to you via
the UCHEALTH Messaging? OPEN TO LISTEN TO SPOKEN VOICE LETTER

This history of that exchange is located in this public web directory:

http://driskill.fuckeduphuman.net/James.Martin.Driskill/%23Healthcare/%23Uchealth-
%23Doctor-Nancy.E.Madinger/%23Doctor-Demand-ForAttention/%23TellMeWhy/ 

[ ] HealthSummary20170817.zip 
http://driskill.fuckeduphuman.net/James.Martin.Driskill/%23Healthcare/%23Uchealth-
%23Doctor-Nancy.E.Madinger/%23Doctor-Demand-
ForAttention/%23TellMeWhy/HealthSummary20170817.zip

AND THE MESSAGING TRUTH RECORD EXCHANGE WITH NP FLYNN IS HERE:

http://meme.gruwup.net/%23Kramobone-The.Bad/%23Monica.Anne.Flynn.NP/ 

THIS IS THE TRUTH ---- HOLD YOUR #Kramobone

Share ›

https://disqus.com/by/jamesmartindriskill/
https://npino.com/npi/1326148180-nancy-madinger/#comment-4519823884
https://disqus.com/by/jamesmartindriskill/
https://npino.com/npi/1326148180-nancy-madinger/#comment-4519757009
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwebdomains.realuphuman.net%2Fnpino.com%2F%3AtzuR5WawfgRLAfGNLhRkiRlEk84&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwebdomains.realuphuman.net%2Fnpino.com%2Fucheath%2520id%2520dept%2520dr%2520madinger_2019-06-28_08-03-14.mp3%3ADFcFXGGNiv5z1JGzmadkaz95t3E&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwebdomains.realuphuman.net%2Fnpino.com%2FReputation-Defender_2019-06-28_08-07-27.mp3%3AwB9F2KzVjQ5gQonFkLK4AyoU_JY&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.fuckeduphuman.net%3AKMpQGXfnkjd0cUIkywJ_5o8cK2o&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdriskill.fuckeduphuman.net%2FJames.Martin.Driskill%2F%2523Healthcare%2F%2523Uchealth-%2523Doctor-Nancy.E.Madinger%2F%2523Doctor-Demand-ForAttention%2F%2523TellMeWhy%2F%3AgJ6lxxUdgXImYQNOOul2vLVtF1E&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2FHealthSummary20170817.zip%3AXq245L763Jc1vrzjVaXJdp0B5qk&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdriskill.fuckeduphuman.net%2FJames.Martin.Driskill%2F%2523Healthcare%2F%2523Uchealth-%2523Doctor-Nancy.E.Madinger%2F%2523Doctor-Demand-ForAttention%2F%2523TellMeWhy%2FHealthSummary20170817.zip%3AIyTmpGCql4WlrYcBD7qMYXhVaz4&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmeme.gruwup.net%2F%2523Kramobone-The.Bad%2F%2523Monica.Anne.Flynn.NP%2F%3AmHSq1ebsHSbuwlf92bJAkImH0ow&cuid=3218902
https://disqus.com/by/jamesmartindriskill/
https://disqus.com/by/jamesmartindriskill/
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When the community has come to its senses and apolizies to me individally for this injustice,
I am the peacebuilder attempting to find resolve for this inner community and outer
community problems such as suicide rates and mass gun shootings. There is an audio file
mentioned in the letter address to Dr. Madinger. The written link is provided and crossed
and shared via the UCHealth Messaging system........ check the written html files in the
store data directory:

LISTEN TO THIS 1 HOUR 18 MINUTE PRESENTATION:

http://meme.gruwup.net/%23What-Kind-Of-Crazy-Is-This/OkGoogle-
StatusOfPeaceBuidldingInTheUnitedStates2017-HugeFail-TellMeWhy.mp3

AN EXTREME INSULT ONTO THE DESTRUCTION OF MY TENANCY AND MY LIFE
PRESENCE IN DENVER HAS OCCURRED ---- THIS IS AN EMBARRASSMENT!
HYPOCRISY!

△ ▽ Share ›

http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmeme.gruwup.net%2F%2523What-Kind-Of-Crazy-Is-This%2FOkGoogle-StatusOfPeaceBuidldingInTheUnitedStates2017-HugeFail-TellMeWhy.mp3%3A6RHlF0w1-CSXmWpDPQJehJEZU6g&cuid=3218902
http://disq.us/url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.adinkra.gruwup.net%2F043-TheGoodTheBad%2F043-Kramobone.png%3A5JSvwPf6IeA9AW8RH9NM2zWlr3A&cuid=3218902
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Wecare Family Practice Clinic Llc in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama - Primary …
1 comment • 22 days ago

Pearly leonard — This is the best doctor ive
ever had tuscaloosa or anywhere else.i am a
veteran 4yrs …

Susan Nyambura Kihato, Counselor -
Professional in Roswell - NPI …
1 comment • 2 months ago

Samatva — Nyambura Kihato is a wonderful
trauma therapist in the North Metro Atlanta
area, especially …

Comfort Care Medical Equipment, Inc in
Bel Air, Maryland - Address …
1 comment • 23 days ago

Cynthia Cade — We Would Like To Know
Why SLOW Process This YEAR For DME
SUPPLIES? 3 YRS Being …

Sovah Physician Practices in Danville,
Virginia - Address and …
1 comment • 5 months ago

NetMage — FAX # is incorrect - should be
434-799-4408.
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